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Easy vegan recipes for your slow cooker or Instant Pot—from the New York Times bestselling

series! If you're ready to include more meatless, dairy-free, egg-free, plant-based dishes in

your cooking, this cookbook is for you. And if you want to cook confidently for your vegan

friends or family, Fix-It and Forget-It Plant-Based Comfort Food Cookbook is full of tasty ideas.

Here are slow cooker and Instant Pot breakfasts, dinners, side dishes, and desserts that you

can make with confidence!All of the recipes are easy to prepare and made with easy-to-find

ingredients. Here are tried and true comfort food favorites. And you'll discover lots of fresh

ideas, too! Experience how enticing and satisfying plant-based cooking can be!Find recipes

such as:Lentil Soup with LemonTuscan Bean SoupQuinoa and Black BeansThyme Roasted

Sweet PotatoesBaked ZitiFilled Acorn SquashSoy-Flax GranolaBaked ApplesNectarine

Almond CrispBlueberry CrinkleAnd more!Whether you're new to plant-based cooking or a long-

term advocate, you'll find plenty in these pages to inspire you. Never have comfort foods been

so healthy or so easy! 



To my good friend, Maria:Thank you for always supporting my endeavors and for answering all

my crazy cooking questions! You inspire and amaze me with your creativity in and out of the
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AuthorWelcome to Fix-It and Forget-It Plant-Based Comfort Food CookbookWhat is a plant-

based diet? Well, a plant-based diet is one that involves eating whole, real foods that come

from plants. This includes fruits and vegetables, nuts, seeds, oils, whole grains, legumes, and

beans. How is plant-based different than a vegan diet? That’s a great question! Vegans do not

consume or wear animal products, but those following a plant-based diet just try to avoid

animal and dairy products. Overall, they are very similar diets.This book contains 127 plant-

based comfort food recipes you will love! We’ve got you covered from breakfast to dessert . . .

all made in your slow cooker or Instant Pot. You’ll love recipes like Apple Cinnamon Oatmeal,

Tofu Lettuce Wraps, Minestrone, Chickpea Tortilla Soup, Swedish Cabbage Rolls, Spicy

Orange Tofu, German Potato Salad, and Pineapple Bread Pudding! Is your mouth watering

yet? It will be, as you flip from delicious recipe to delicious recipe!As you begin journeying

through this book, I always suggest reading from cover to cover. I can’t tell you the good

recipes I’ve passed on in the past by not following this advice. Don’t become overwhelmed.



Bookmark, or dog-ear the pages of the recipes that interest you the most as you go through.

Then, when you’ve looked at everything, go back to those marked pages and pick 2–3 to start

with. You may even consider choosing a recipe or two you already have the ingredients on

hand for. If not, start that grocery list and get to your local store and grab only what you

need.Any specialized diet can be tricky if you’re not used to it yet, which is why we’ve taken the

guesswork out for you. If you’re already a seasoned plant-based consumer, we can’t wait for

you to fall in love with the recipes in this book to add to the collection you already have. Enjoy

discovering the incredible recipes in Fix-It and Forget-It Plant-Based Comfort Food!Choosing a

Slow CookerNot all slow cookers are created equal . . . or work equally as well for everyone!

Those of us who use slow cookers frequently know we have our own preferences when it

comes to which slow cooker we choose to use. For instance, I love my programmable slow

cooker, but there are many programmable slow cookers I’ve tried that I’ve strongly disliked.

Why? Because some go by increments of 15 or 30 minutes and some go by 4, 6, 8, or 10

hours. I dislike those restrictions, but I have family and friends who don’t mind them at all! I am

also pretty brand loyal when it comes to my manual slow cookers because I’ve had great

success with those and have had unsuccessful moments with slow cookers of other brands.

So, which slow cooker(s) is/are best for your household?It really depends on how many people

you’re feeding and if you’re gone for long periods of time. Here are my recommendations:For 2–

3 person household3–5 quart slow cookerFor 4–5 person household5–6 quart slow cookerFor

a 6+ person household6½–7 quart slow cookerLarge slow cooker advantages/

disadvantages:Advantages:•You can fit a loaf pan or a baking dish into a 6- or 7-quart,

depending on the shape of your cooker. That allows you to make bread or cakes, or even

smaller quantities of main dishes. (Take your favorite baking dish and loaf pan along when you

shop for a cooker to make sure they’ll fit inside.)•You can feed large groups of people, or make

larger quantities of food, allowing for leftovers, or meals, to freeze.Disadvantages:•They take

up more storage room.•They don’t fit as neatly into a dishwasher.•If your crock isn’t !T–¾ full, you

may burn your food.Small slow cooker advantages/disadvantages:Advantages:•They’re great

for lots of appetizers, for serving hot drinks, for baking cakes straight in the crock, and for dorm

rooms or apartments.•Great option for making recipes of smaller

quantities.Disadvantages:•Food in smaller quantities tends to cook more quickly than larger

amounts. So keep an eye on it.•Chances are, you won’t have many leftovers. So, if you like to

have leftovers, a smaller slow cooker may not be a good option for you.My

recommendation:Have at least two slow cookers; one around 3 to 4 quarts and one 6 quarts or

larger. A third would be a huge bonus (and a great advantage to your cooking repertoire!). The

advantage of having at least a couple is you can make a larger variety of recipes. Also, you can

make at least two or three dishes at once for a whole meal.Manual vs. ProgrammableIf you are

gone for only six to eight hours a day, a manual slow cooker might be just fine for you. If you

are gone for more than eight hours during the day, I would highly recommend purchasing a

programmable slow cooker that will switch to warm when the cook time you set is up. It will

allow you to cook a wider variety of recipes.The two I use most frequently are my 4-quart

manual slow cooker and my 6½-quart programmable slow cooker. I like that I can make smaller

portions in my 4-quart slow cooker on days I don’t need or want leftovers, but I also love how

my 6½-quart slow cooker can accommodate whole chickens, turkey breasts, hams, or big

batches of soups. I use them both often.Get to know your slow cooker . . .Plan a little time to

get acquainted with your slow cooker. Each slow cooker has its own personality—just like your

oven (and your car). Plus, many new slow cookers cook hotter and faster than earlier models. I

think that with all of the concern for food safety, the slow cooker manufacturers have amped up



their settings so that “High,” “Low,” and “Warm” are all higher temperatures than in the older

models. That means they cook hotter—and therefore, faster—than the first slow cookers. The

beauty of these little machines is that they’re supposed to cook low and slow. We count on that

when we flip the switch in the morning before we leave the house for ten hours or so. So,

because none of us knows what kind of temperament our slow cooker has until we try it out,

nor how hot it cooks—don’t assume anything. Save yourself a disappointment and make the

first recipe in your new slow cooker on a day when you’re at home. Cook it for the shortest

amount of time the recipe calls for. Then, check the food to see if it’s done. Or if you start

smelling food that seems to be finished, turn off the cooker and rescue your food.Also, all slow

cookers seem to have a “hot spot,” which is of great importance to know, especially when

baking with your slow cooker. This spot may tend to burn food in that area if you’re not careful.

If you’re baking directly in your slow cooker, I recommend covering the “hot spot” with some

foil.Take notes . . .Don’t be afraid to make notes in your cookbook. It’s yours! Chances are, it

will eventually get passed down to someone in your family and they will love and appreciate all

of your musings. Take note of which slow cooker you used and exactly how long it took to cook

the recipe. The next time you make it, you won’t need to try to remember. Apply what you

learned to the next recipes you make in your cooker. If another recipe says it needs to cook 7–

9 hours, and you’ve discovered your slow cooker cooks on the faster side, cook that recipe for

6–6½ hours and then check it. You can always cook a recipe longer—but you can’t reverse

things if it’s overdone.Get creative . . .If you know your morning is going to be hectic, prepare

everything the night before, take it out so the crock warms up to room temperature when you

first get up in the morning, then plug it in and turn it on as you’re leaving the house.If you want

to make something that has a short cook time and you’re going to be gone longer than that,

cook it the night before and refrigerate it for the next day. Warm it up when you get home. Or,

cook those recipes on the weekend when you know you’ll be home and eat them later in the

week.Slow Cooking Tips and Tricks and Other Things You May Not Know•Slow cookers tend to

work best when they’re !T to ¾ of the way full. You may need to increase the cooking time if

you’ve exceeded that amount, or reduce it if you’ve put in less than that. If you’re going to

exceed that limit, it would be best to reduce the recipe, or split it between two slow cookers.

(Remember how I suggested owning at least two or three slow cookers?)•Keep the lid on!

Every time you take a peek, you lose 20 minutes of cooking time. Please take this into

consideration each time you lift the lid! I know, some of you can’t help yourself and are going to

lift anyway. Just don’t forget to tack on 20 minutes to your cook time for each time you peeked!

•Sometimes it’s beneficial to remove the lid. If you’d like your dish to thicken a bit, take the lid

off during the last half hour to hour of cooking time.•If you have a big slow cooker (7- to 8-

quart), you can cook a small batch in it by putting the recipe ingredients into an oven-safe

baking dish or baking pan and then placing that into the cooker’s crock. First, put a trivet or

some metal jar rings on the bottom of the crock, and then set your dish or pan on top of them.

Or a loaf pan may “hook onto” the top ridges of the crock belonging to a large oval cooker and

hang there straight and securely, “baking” a cake or quick bread. Cover the cooker and flip it

on.•The outside of your slow cooker will be hot! Please remember to keep it out of reach of

children and keep that in mind for yourself as well!•Add fresh herbs 10 minutes before the end

of the cooking time to maximize their flavor.•If your recipe calls for cooked pasta, add it 10

minutes before the end of the cooking time if the cooker is on High; 30 minutes before the end

of the cooking time if it’s on Low. Then the pasta won’t get mushy.•Cooked beans freeze well.

Store them in freezer bags (squeeze the air out first) or freezer boxes. Cooked and dried bean

measurements:•16-oz. can, drained = about 1¾ cups beans•19-oz. can, drained = about 2



cups beans•1 lb. dried beans (about 2½ cups) = 5 cups cooked beansWhat Is an Instant Pot?

In short, an Instant Pot is a digital pressure cooker that also has multiple other functions. Not

only can it be used as a pressure cooker, but depending on which model Instant Pot you have,

you can set it to do things like sauté, cook rice, multigrains, porridge, soup/stew, beans/chili,

porridge, meat, poultry, cake, eggs, yogurt, steam, slow cook, or even set it manually. Because

the Instant Pot has so many functions, it takes away the need for multiple appliances on your

counter and uses fewer pots and pans.Getting Started with Your Instant PotGet to Know Your

Instant Pot . . .The very first thing most Instant Pot owners do is called the water test. It helps

you get to know your Instant Pot a bit, familiarizes you with it, and might even take a bit of your

apprehension away (because if you’re anything like me, I was scared to death to use it!).Step 1:

Plug in your Instant Pot. This may seem obvious to some, but when we’re nervous about using

a new appliance, sometimes we forget things like this.Step 2: Make sure the inner pot is

inserted in the cooker. You should NEVER attempt to cook anything in your device without the

inner pot, or you will ruin your Instant Pot. Food should never come into contact with the actual

housing unit.Step 3: The inner pot has lines for each cup (how convenient, right?!). Fill the

inner pot with water until it reaches the 3-cup line.Step 4: Check the sealing ring to be sure it’s

secure and in place. You should not be able to move it around. If it’s not in place properly, you

may experience issues with the pot letting out a lot of steam while cooking, or not coming to

pressure.Step 5: Seal the lid. There is an arrow on the lid between and “open” and “close.”

There is also an arrow on the top of the base of the Instant Pot between a picture of a locked

lock and an unlocked lock. Line those arrows up, then turn the lid toward the picture of the lock

(left). You will hear a noise that will indicate the lid is locked. If you do not hear a noise, it’s not

locked. Try it again.Step 6: ALWAYS check to see if the steam valve on top of the lid is turned

to “sealing.” If it’s not on “sealing” and is on “venting,” it will not be able to come to

pressure.Step 7: Press the “Steam” button and use the +/- arrow to set it to 2 minutes. Once it’s

at the desired time, you don’t need to press anything else. In a few seconds, the Instant Pot will

begin all on its own. For those of us with digital slow cookers, we have a tendency to look for

the “start” button, but there isn’t one on the Instant Pot.Step 8: Now you wait for the “magic” to

happen! The “cooking” will begin once the device comes to pressure. This can take anywhere

from 5–30 minutes I’ve found in my experience. Then, you will see the countdown happen

(from the time you set it at). After that, the Instant Pot will beep, which means your meal is

done!Step 9: Your Instant Pot will now automatically switch to “warm” and begin a count of how

many minutes it’s been on warm. The next part is where you either wait for the NPR, or natural

pressure release (meaning the pressure releases all on its own), or you do what’s called a QR,

or quick release (meaning, you manually release the pressure). Which method you choose

depends on what you’re cooking, but in this case, you can choose either since it’s just water.

For NPR, you will wait for the lever to move all the way back over to “venting” and watch the

pinion (float valve) next to the lever. It will be flush with the lid when at full pressure and will

drop when the pressure is done releasing. If you choose QR, be very careful not to have your

hands over the vent as the steam is very hot and you can burn yourself.The Three Most

Important Buttons You Need To Know About . . .You will find the majority of recipes will use the

following three buttons:Manual/Pressure Cook: Some older models tend to say “Manual” and

the newer models seem to say “Pressure Cook.” They mean the same thing. From here, you

use the +/- button to change the cook time. After several seconds, the Instant Pot will begin its

process. The exact name of this button will vary on your model of Instant Pot.Sauté: Many

recipes will have you sauté vegetables before beginning the pressure cooking process. For this

setting, you will not use the lid of the Instant Pot.Keep Warm/Cancel: This may just be the most



important button on the Instant Pot. When you forget to use the +/- buttons to change the time

for a recipe, or you press a wrong button, you can hit “keep warm/cancel” and it will turn your

Instant Pot off for you.What Do All the Buttons Do . . .With so many buttons, it’s hard to

remember what each one does or means. You can use this as a quick guide in a pinch.Soup/

Broth: This button cooks at high pressure for 30 minutes. It can be adjusted using the +/-

buttons to cook more for 40 minutes, or less for 20 minutes.Meat/Stew: This button cooks at

high pressure for 35 minutes. It can be adjusted using the +/-buttons to cook more for 45

minutes, or less for 20 minutes.Bean/Chili: This button cooks at high pressure for 30 minutes. It

can be adjusted using the +/-buttons to cook more for 40 minutes, or less for 25

minutes.Poultry: This button cooks at high pressure for 15 minutes. It can be adjusted using the

+/-buttons to cook more 30 minutes, or less for 5 minutes.Rice: This button cooks at low

pressure and is the only fully automatic program. It is for cooking white rice and will

automatically adjust the cooking time depending on the amount of water and rice in the

cooking pot.Multigrain: This button cooks at high pressure for 40 minutes. It can be adjusted

using the +/- buttons to cook more for 45 minutes of warm water soaking time and 60 minutes

pressure-cooking time, or less for 20 minutes.Porridge: This button cooks at high pressure for

20 minutes. It can be adjusted using the +/-buttons to cook more for 30 minutes, or less for 15

minutes.Steam: This button cooks at high pressure for 10 minutes. It can be adjusted using the

+/-buttons to cook more for 15 minutes, or less for 3 minutes. Always use a rack or steamer

basket with this function because it heats at full power continuously while it’s coming to

pressure and you do not want food in direct contact with the bottom of the pressure cooking

pot or it will burn. Once it reaches pressure, the steam button regulates pressure by cycling on

and off, similar to the other pressure buttons.Less | Normal | More: Adjust between the Less |

Normal | More settings by pressing the same cooking function button repeatedly until you get

to the desired setting. (Older versions use the Adjust button.)+/- Buttons: Adjust the cook time

up [+] or down [-]. (On newer models, you can also press and hold [-] or [+] for 3 seconds to

turn sound OFF or ON.)Cake: This button cooks at high pressure for 30 minutes. It can be

adjusted using the +/-buttons to cook more for 40 minutes, or less for 25 minutes.Egg: This

button cooks at high pressure for 5 minutes. It can be adjusted using the +/- buttons to cook

more for 6 minutes, or less for 4 minutes.Instant Pot Tips and Tricks and Other Things You May

Not Know•Never attempt to cook directly in the Instant Pot without the inner pot!•Once you set

the time, you can walk away. It will show the time you set it to, then will change to the word “on”

while the pressure builds. Once the Instant Pot has come to pressure, you will once again see

the time you set it for. It will count down from there.•Always make sure your sealing ring is

securely in place. Many people find it useful to have a sealing ring for sweet dishes and one for

savory dishes. If it shows signs of wear or tear, it needs to be replaced.•Have a sealing ring for

savory recipes and a separate sealing ring for sweet recipes. Many people report of their

desserts tasting like a roast (or another savory food) if they try to use the same sealing ring for

all recipes.•The stainless steel rack (trivet) your Instant Pot comes with can used to keep food

from being completely submerged in liquid, like baked potatoes or ground beef. It can also be

used to set another pot on, for pot-in-pot cooking.•If you use warm or hot liquid instead of cold

liquid, you may need to adjust the cooking time, or your food may not come out done.•Always

double check to see that the valve on the lid is set to “sealing” and not “venting” when you first

lock the lid. This will save you from your Instant Pot not coming to pressure.•Use Natural

Pressure Release for tougher cuts of meat, recipes with high starch (like rice or grains), and

recipes with a high volume of liquid. This means you let the Instant Pot naturally release

pressure. The little bobbin will fall once pressure is released completely.•Use Quick Release for



more delicate cuts of meat and vegetables–like seafood, chicken breasts, and steaming

vegetables. This means you manually turn the vent (being careful not to put your hand over the

vent!!!) to release the pressure. The little bobbin will fall once pressure is released

completely.•Make sure there is a clear pathway for the steam to release. The last thing you

want is to ruin the bottom of your cupboards with all that steam.•You MUST use liquid in your

Instant Pot. The MINIMUM amount of liquid you should have in your inner pot is ½ cup;

however, most recipe work best with at least 1 cup.•Do NOT overfill your Instant Pot! It should

only be ½ full for rice or beans (food that expands greatly when cooked), or !T of the way full for

most everything else. Do not fill it to the max filled line.•In this book, the Cooking Time DOES

NOT take into account the amount of time it will take your Instant Pot to come to pressure, or

the amount of time it will take the Instant Pot to release pressure. Be aware of this when

choosing a recipe to make.•If your Instant Pot is not coming to pressure, it’s usually because

the sealing ring is not on properly, or the vent is not set to “sealing.”•The more liquid, or the

colder the ingredients, the longer it will take for the Instant Pot to come to pressure.•Always

make sure that the Instant Pot is dry before inserting the inner pot, and make sure the inner pot

is dry before inserting it into the Instant Pot.•Doubling a recipe does not change the cook time,

but instead it will take longer to come up to pressure.•You do not always need to double the

liquid when doubling a recipe. Depending on what you’re making, more liquid may make your

food too watery. Use your best judgment.•When using the slow cooker function, use the

following chart:Slow CookerInstant PotWarmLess or LowLowNormal or MediumHighMore or

HighBreakfastGranolaHope ComerfordClinton Township, MIMakes about 10 cupsPrep. Time:

20 minutesCooking Time: 4–6 hoursIdeal slow-cooker size: 6- to 7-qt.6 cups old-fashioned

oats¾ cup chopped almonds½ cup chopped pecans¾ cup raw sunflower seeds¼ cup

flaxseed1 cup dried cranberries1 cup chopped dehydrated apples1 cup vegan apple butter

(see recipe on pg. 37)¼ cup vegan “honey”¼ cup maple syrup1. �Place all of the dry ingredients

in a bowl and stir.2. �Mix together the apple butter, vegan “honey,” and maple syrup.3. �Spray your

crock with a vegan nonstick spray.4. �Pour your granola mixture in the crock with the apple butter

mixture on top. Mix thoroughly.5. �Cover and cook on Low with the lid vented for 4–6 hours,

stirring frequently (every 30–40 minutes) or until the granola is lightly browned and slightly

clumpy.Apple GranolaPhyllis GoodLancaster, PAMakes 12 servingsPrep. Time: 20

minutesCooking Time: 2–3 hoursChilling time: 1 hourIdeal slow-cooker size: 5-qt.9 cups

unpeeled, sliced apples1½ tsp. cinnamon1½ cups dry rolled oats1½ cups wheat germ1½ cups

whole wheat flour1½ cups sunflower seeds1!S cups water¾ cup vegan “honey”1. �Grease interior

of slow cooker crock.2. �Use your food processor to slice the apples. Place slices in slow

cooker.3. �Sprinkle apple slices with cinnamon, and then stir together gently.4. �In a good-sized

bowl, stir together dry oats, wheat germ, whole wheat flour, and sunflower seeds.5. �When dry

ingredients are well mixed, pour in water and vegan “honey.” Using a sturdy spoon or your

clean hands, mix thoroughly until ingredients are damp throughout.6. �Spoon over apples.7. �

Cover, but vent the lid by propping it open with a chopstick or wooden spoon handle. Or if

you’re using an oval cooker, turn the lid sideways.8. �Cook on High for 1 hour, stirring up from

the bottom and around the sides every 20 minutes or so. (Set a timer so you don’t forget!)9. �

Switch the cooker to Low. Bake another 1–2 hours, still stirring every 20 minutes or so.10. �

Granola is done when it eventually browns a bit and looks dry.11. �Pour granola onto parchment

or a large baking sheet to cool and crisp up more.12. �If you like clumps, no need to stir granola

further while it cools. Otherwise, break up the granola with a spoon or your hands as it cools.13. �

When completely cooled, store in airtight container.Soy-Flax GranolaPhyllis GoodLancaster,

PAMakes 15 servingsPrep. Time: 20 minutesCooking Time: 1½–2½ hours Chilling Time: 2



hoursIdeal slow-cooker size: 6-qt.12 oz. soybeans, roasted with no salt4 cups gluten-free rolled

oats¾ cup soy flour¾ cup ground flaxseeds1 tsp. salt2 tsp. cinnamon!T cup coarsely chopped

walnuts!T cup whole pecans¾ cup maple syrup½ cup coconut oil, melted¾ cup applesauce2 tsp.

vanilla extractOptional additions: dried cranberries, dried cherries, chopped dried apricots,

chopped dried figs, raisins, or some combination of these dried fruits1. �Grease interior of slow

cooker crock.2. �Briefly process soybeans in a blender or food processor until coarsely chopped.

Place in large bowl.3. �Add oats, flour, flaxseeds, salt, cinnamon, walnuts, and pecans. Mix

thoroughly with spoon.4. �In a smaller bowl, combine maple syrup, coconut oil, applesauce, and

vanilla well.5. �Pour wet ingredients over dry. Stir well, remembering to stir up from the bottom,

using either a strong spoon or your clean hands.6. �Pour mixture into crock. Cover, but vent the

lid by propping it open with a chopstick or wooden spoon handle. Or if you’re using an oval

cooker, turn the lid sideways.7. �Cook on High for 1 hour, stirring up from the bottom and around

the sides every 20 minutes or so. (Set a timer so you don’t forget!)8. �Switch the cooker to Low.

Bake another 1–2 hours, still stirring every 20 minutes.9. �Granola is done when it eventually

browns a bit and looks dry.10. �Pour granola onto parchment or a large baking sheet to cool and

crisp up more.11. �Stir in any of the dried fruits that you want.12. �If you like clumps, no need to

stir granola again while it cools. Otherwise, break up the granola with a spoon or your hands as

it cools.13. �When completely cooled, store in airtight container.Grain and Fruit CerealCynthia

HallerNew Holland, PAMakes 4–5 servingsPrep. Time: 5 minutesCooking Time: 3½ hoursIdeal

slow-cooker size: 4-qt.!S cup uncooked quinoa!S cup uncooked millet!S cup uncooked brown rice4

cups water¼ tsp. salt½ cup raisins or dried cranberries¼ cup chopped nuts, optional1 tsp.

vanilla extract, optional½ tsp. ground cinnamon, optional1 Tbsp. maple syrup, optional1. �Wash

the quinoa, millet, and brown rice and rinse well.2. �Place the grains, water, and salt in a slow

cooker. Cook on Low until most of the water has been absorbed, about 3 hours.3. �Add dried

fruit and any optional ingredients, and cook for 30 minutes more. If the mixture is too thick, add

a little more water.4. �Serve hot or cold.Serving suggestion:Add a little non-dairy milk of your

choice to each bowl of cereal before serving.Oatmeal MorningBarbara Forrester LandisLititz,

PAMakes 6 servingsPrep. Time: 10 minutesCooking Time: 2½–6 hoursIdeal slow-cooker size:

3-qt.1 cup uncooked steel-cut oats1 cup dried cranberries1 cup walnuts½ tsp. kosher salt1

Tbsp. cinnamon2 cups water2 cups fat-free non-dairy milk (almond, rice, etc.)1. �Combine all dry

ingredients in slow cooker. Stir well.2. �Add water and non-dairy milk and stir.3. �Cover. Cook on

High 2½ hours, or on Low 5–6 hours.Apple OatmealFrances B. MusserNewmanstown,

PAMakes 5 servingsPrep. Time: 20 minutesCooking Time: 3–5 hoursIdeal slow-cooker size: 3-

qt.2 cups non-dairy milk1 cup water1 Tbsp. vegan “honey”1 Tbsp. coconut oil¼ tsp. kosher

salt½ tsp. cinnamon1 cup gluten-free steel-cut oats1 cup chopped apples½ cup chopped

walnuts1 Tbsp. turbinado sugar1. �Grease the inside of the slow cooker crock.2. �Add all

ingredients to crock and mix.3. �Cover. Cook on Low 3–5 hours.
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Haydemon, “Delicious!. Great recipes for a plant based eater. It has wonderful ways to cook

without fuss but healthy, and to use ingredients in new and different ways.”

The book by Hope Comerford has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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